WHAT IS HUMAN BEING IN RADICAL SENSE?

• Human being in radical sense means human being in original sense.

• Original science means just and a human and not as a member of any class caste Nation.
WHAT IS THE OBJECTIVE OF RADICAL HUMANISM?
Radical humanism AIMS at

1. Freedom of Men
2. Cosmopolitan world order comprising of Liberated Persons.
SOURCE OF INFLUENCE

- M N Roy is influenced by western scholar like Protagoras, Hobbes, Bentham, Descartes
COMPONENTS OF PHILOSOPHY OF RADICAL HUMANISM
It has three component-

1. Freedom
2. Ethics
3. Reason
1. FREEDOM-

- According to M N Roy the most important objective is to gain freedom.
- He defines freedom in the context of man's victory over struggle for survival and also includes freedom from the fear of supernatural.
2. ETHICS

• It symbolise the value of are norms according to M N Roy the origin of ethics is not in religion but in matter.
• His values come near to bentham's utilitarianism bentham's ethics are meterilistic in nature.
According to M N Roy during mens struggle for survival whatever man found essential for well-ordered society become norms or ethics.
WHAT IS THE IMPLICATION?

• Ethics are man made and hence man can change the norms and values according to the requirement.

• The basic of ethics should be materialistic or scientific reason like sir S A K

• He also suggested to reject outdated customs and traditions.
M N Roy uses specially concerned with achievements of freedom from the fear of Super National Power (superstitions)
3. REASON

- According to him the struggle for survival when extend to the level of cognition, it gives Rises two reason.

- This M N Roy believes that reason in man is the basic for Liberation in man.
3. REASON

- M N Roy believes that all human persons are rational irrespective of their caste class and nation.

- Rationality is the common basis for establishing the link between human being
3. REASON

• We can create the community of free person by appealing on the basis of reason.

• Thus to realised a Cosmopolitan word order based on the liberal individual.
M N Roy believes that, only radical human can liberate men in true sense.
He compared radical humanism with other philosophies:

1. Fascism
   - Subjugate men under the collective ego of nation

2. Marxism
   - Subjugates men under the collective Eco of class.

3. Liberalism
   - In liberal countries representative democracy is have come into existence
• It result in to shift of power from the hand of individual into hand of a lights.
Question

• What is radical humanist approach to achieve freedom?
RADICAL HUMANIST APPROACH

• 1) Radical Humanism talks about mental Revolution change in the mode of thinking

• Scientific mode of thinking is required and hence education being the major means to bring it.
2) Radical Democracy is grassroots democracy.
• M N Roy was also against parties and favoured party less democracy.
• He also emphasized on bringing ethics (rational) into politics.
3) MN Roy favoured modernization and industrial Nation.

- he favoured equitable distribution of resources unlike Gandhi who supports the minimization of wants m n Roy believes in satisfaction of wants..
- his views come near to JP satre.
M N Roy describes, Rational Humanism is a philosophy which aims to establish human society on the basis of scientific understanding of nature.
RADICAL HUMANIST APPROACH

- RH as a philosophy comes near to existentialization.
- M N Roy represents the rational School of thoughts.